AgentTime™ Scheduler

Overview


Portage Communications has been creating call center
workforce management software for maximum productivity
since 1998.



Call Center Designer™ is used to calculate optimum agent
levels based on desired service levels. SimACD ™ provides

the industry’s best software simulation of ACD dynamics that
simulates call handling, queuing, abandonment, caller re-try,
overflow and blockage. The AgentTime™ Scheduler fills out
this product line to create a complete and affordable call
center workforce management solution for small and medium
sized call centers.


AgentTime allows organizations to manage their agents, not
their workforce management system.
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Product Overview

An affordable agent
scheduling solution
designed specifically for
small and medium sized
call centers.
 AgentTime creates
optimal agent employee
schedules from a
database of shift
definitions, agent
availabilities, agent
preferences and agent
priorities.
 Uses the agent level
requirements for each
time period in a call
center’s workweek
determined by Portage’s
Call Center Designer Day
Planner and SimACD
staffing software.
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Create a Week’s Schedule With These Simple Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pick a week to schedule with start and stop times.
Copy in call data from your ACD or prepared call
volume forecast, and modify as needed.
Calculate staffing levels with Day Planner.
Refine staffing levels with Portage’s unique SimACD.
Define work shifts and lists of available agents.
Run an AgentTime schedule, and modify as needed.
Publish schedules as reports in Excel or HTML
format for your agents to view.
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Create a Week’s Schedule One Day at a Time
• Enter agent group description

• Pick week, work start and
end times, and time period
length (15, 30 or 60 minutes).

• Pick which day of the
week to start with.
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Call volume data.

Modules

Day Planner







Day Planner uses extended
Erlang-C methods to create
required agent staffing levels.
SimACD refines those levels
using a unique activityscanning simulation algorithm
developed by Portage.
AgentTime’s scheduler then
creates optimal, yet practical
real-world, agent schedules
based on the required agent
levels and agent availabilities
and preferences.

Agent requirements
reports and graphs.

Agents requirements by
time of day – Erlang-C

No

Refine agent levels
with simulation?
Yes

SimACD

Refined
Agent requirements
reports and graphs.

Refined agent requirements by
time of day.

AgentTime Scheduler
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Agent
Schedules report or
online HTML
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Day Planner


Enter service
level goal for the
day



Copy from ACD,
or manually enter
call volumes
with avg. talk
times and after
call work times
for each time
period in the
workday.
• Calculate Erlang-C
agent levels and other
predicted values.
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SimACD™
• Enter in caller abandonment and
retry behavior along with ACD ring
delay and any overflow timer.



Copy call volumes and agent
levels from Day Planner.

• Run a simulation and view results. Readjust agent levels and
run more simulations to create final perfected agent levels.
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A shift is a
combination of start
time, end time and
color- coded work
and non-work
activities by time
period.
Windows of possible
break and lunch
times are also
defined.
The more shift
definitions, the more
ways agents can be
scheduled.
Shifts may be defined
as “Flex” which will
blend in outbound or
other work where
possible.

Define Work Shifts
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Create Agent List


For each
agent, enter
name, hire
date or rank.



Enter in all the
shifts that the
agent is
available to
work in order of
preference.
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Assign all, or some of
the agents in the day’s
agent list to be included
in the schedule.
Unassign agents that
are on vacation or
otherwise absent.
Click the Run Schedule
button to create an
optimal schedule.
Each of the possible
shifts that each agent is
available to work, and
all possible break and
lunch assignments are
considered by the
scheduler.

Assign Agents
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Takes required agent
levels from Day Planner
or SimACD.
Schedules for shift
preferences by seniority
or a ranking system.
Allows some agents, or a
percentage, to always get
their first preferred shift.
The scheduler tries each
shift each agent is
available for and picks the
best one to meet the
required agent levels.
It attempts to give the
agents’ their more
preferred shifts.
Optimal break/lunch
placement and blending
of outbound or other work.

Run the Schedule
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Run the Schedule cont’d
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“+/-” row shows
difference between #
on phone and #
required for each time
period. The
scheduler tries to
make each equal to
zero.
Breaks, lunches and
other activities may
be moved around
manually if needed.
“Freeze” agent
schedules that are
changed and re-run
the schedule for
further optimization.
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Complete the Week




After creating a
day’s schedule,
the shift
definitions, agent
lists and other
modules can be
copied to the rest
of the week.
Modify the shifts
and agent lists,
and run a
schedule for
each day to
complete the
week.
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Daily schedules
for the entire
agent group, or
weekly schedules
for each agent
may be published.
 Reports are
created in Excel
and HTML formats
for publishing the
schedules for
email, print, a web
site or server
drive.
 Reports can be
color-coded or
character-coded.

Publish Schedules
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Graphs


Calculated data
is also presented
graphically.



All data and
graphs may be
printed, or copied
and pasted to
spreadsheets
and other
applications for
custom
calculations and
presentations.
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Financial Projection






Financial data is
calculated in Day
Planner and SimACD
based on expense
and revenue factors in
the call center.
Projected revenues
and profits or losses
are calculated for
each time period.
Percentages for agent
availability and
attendance take
shrinkage into
account.
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Conclusion








Affordable. $380.00 US regardless of the number
of agents to be scheduled.
Easy to use, with a short learning curve.
Optimal scheduling solution designed specifically
for small to medium sized call centers.
Advanced, and unrivaled simulation functionality.
Self contained desktop solution, no integration
costs.
Please contact us for an online demo:
208-597-2637 USA info@portagecommunications.com
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Terms and Support
• Free telephone customer support and training
help 9am to 5pm USA Pacific Time.
• No ongoing fees or subscription costs. The
one time purchase is the only expense.
• The software can be installed on multiple
managers’ workstations as long as they are
physically located at one call center.
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